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5th Smart Cities Conference, 2017 

Bucharest, Romania 
 

CEE cities: smarter or outsmarted 
 

Maciej KISILOWSKI 

Central European University, Budapest, Hungary 
E-mail address: kisilowski@ceu.edu 

 
Abstract 
In a competitive economy, following fashions is dangerous. Since the pathbreaking work of Michael Porter (1985), we know that 
value-oriented strategic differentiation, rather than mimicry, is key to long-term competitive advantage. A CEE city that wants to 
move beyond the current value proposition centered around low-cost labor needs to carefully choose developmental priorities that 
build on its unique resources and capabilities while creatively responding to the competitive environment. Facing massive budgetary 
and other disadvantages compared to Western metropoles, it needs to carefully choose a winning, ‘blue ocean’ (Kim & Mauborgne, 
2005) package of advantages delivered to its citizens and investors.  
The talk will use that strategic perspective to highlight some potential risks of an uncritical adoption of the SMART approaches in 
the CEE region. We will discuss how the very popularity of these approaches in the West decreases their strategic attractiveness for 
CEE. Will copycatting the West make CEE cities smarter or outsmarted?  
We will also focus on some strategic weaknesses of the SMART paradigm, stemming especially from the combination of its holistic 
ambition and a tool-driven (as opposed to outcome-oriented) origin. Using a case study of a prominent Central European city, the talk 
will demonstrate how subscribing to SMART may weaken city’s strategic alignment. If viewed expansively, SMART easily becomes 
an all-encompassing catchphrase that gives a fake sense of strategic coherence. If taken narrowly, in turn, it leads to a bias towards 
network and IoT solutions over other types of strategic initiatives, even though those alternatives may better suit city’s unique 
resources and environment.  
The talk will in no way question the importance of the network and IoT tools in municipal management. It will, however, argue for 
establishing a proper relation between SMART and strategic management, in which the former is a tool of the latter.  
 
Keywords: strategic management, competitive advantage, cities. 
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5th Smart Cities Conference, 2017 

Bucharest, Romania 
 

The transparent smart city 
 

Lasse BERNTZEN 
Professor PhD., University College of Southeast Norway 

E-mail address: lasse.berntzen@usn.no 
 
Abstract Keynote speeker 
(Based on our recent book chapter in the Springer book “Smart Technologies for Smart Governments, edited by Manuel 
Pedro Rodríguez Bolívar). 
Transparency is seen as one important property of open government. The growing importance of government transparency is shown 
through legislation being passed by most democratic countries during the last few decades. Transparency is based on legislation, 
regulations and other policy documents. Information and communication technology can help improving the transparency of political 
decision-making. In smart cities, technology can support transparency in a number of ways, ranging from making documents 
available online to transparency in the decision-making process. The purpose of this keynote is to provide fellow researchers and 
other interested parties with an overview of the technologies that are available for transparency in smart cities, and to present lessons 
learned from cases the authors have been involved in. These lessons can be valuable for decision-makers working towards smart city 
developments. 
 
Keywords: transparency, smart city. 
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5th Smart Cities Conference, 2017 

Bucharest, Romania 
 

Smart cities and smart energy 
Reducing the environmental footprint through regulations, incentives and 

social awareness 
 

Lasse BERNTZEN 
Professor PhD., University College of Southeast Norway 

E-mail address: lasse.berntzen@usn.no 
 
Abstract  
“Smart Cities” is a concept with many definitions. One of the key elements is an ambition to reduce the environmental footprint of 
the cities. This paper will discuss “smart cities” in the context of energy production and use. Renewable energy sources 
(solar/wind/biogas/thermal/hydro) are important, but it is also important to discuss how incentives and regulation can contribute to a 
shift from fossile energy to renewable energy, and how “social awareness” among citizens may contribute to a more sustainable 
future. 
 
Keywords: energy, smart, city. 
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5th Smart Cities Conference, 2017 

Bucharest, Romania 
 

Smart economy- entrepreneurship & social innovation 
Inovaţia socială - între politici publice şi necesitate primordială în munca 
cu persoanele cu demenţă Alzheimer şi aparţinători: Centru respiro-model 

pilot de intervenţie 
 

Oana Alexandra MORCAN 
Universitatea de Vest “Vasile Goldiş”, Arad, România 

E-mail address: morcanoana@yahoo.com 
 
Rezumat 
Contextul social în România este unul nefavorabil  în cazul familiilor care au în grijă personae cu handicap sever, care necesită 
îngrijire permanentă, fapt care conduce adeseori la epuizarea şi izolarea familiei, care nu mai face faţă dificultăţilor. Obiective 
propunerea unui model pilot de intervenţie, ca inovaţie socială, preambul pentru noi politici publice în această zonă de intervenţie. 
Studii prealabile Acest model poate genera un efect pozitiv pe termen scurt, mediu si lung, astfel: persoanele excluse social sau cele 
expuse riscului de excluziune socială pot fi ajutate să se integreze sau reintegreze in context social; vom contribui la dezvoltarea şi 
promovarea conceptului de  inovaţie şi economie socială prin activităţi şi servicii generatoare de profit; respectiv prin implementarea 
acestui model de intervenţie  putem obţine cresterea relevanţei servicilor de tip respiro, deoarece acestea reprezintă un domeniu prea 
puţin dezvoltat in România; respectiv cu risc crescut de instituţionalizare şi/sau alienarea relaţilor sociale la aparţinători. Abordare 
Lucrare îşi propune să identifice practicile actuale ale centrelor de îngrijire  destinate persoanelor cu demență Alzheimer în  judeţul 
Arad , să cerceteze programele existente, care se ocupă de cazurile avansate ale acestei afecțiuni;  şi să identifice provocările cu care 
se confruntă centrele de îngrijire destinate persoanelor cu demenţă Alzheimer, judeţul Arad în anul 2017, pornind de la Morcan, O, 
(2013) ALZHEIMER: bolnav, familie, societate - intervenţie asistenţială, Editura Prouniversitaria. Rezultate inovării se doresc a fi 
preambulul pentru a declara demenţa drept o prioritate naţională dornică de a elabora strategii în vederea furnizării de servicii şi 
asistenţă personalizată, persoanelor cu demență şi familiilor acestora. Implicații studiului vor putea constitui poziţii pentru 
următoarele cercetări, respectiv pentru politicile publice naţionale şi suport de intervenţie în cazul cercetătorilor, practicienilor, 
specialiştilor în asistenţă socială şi familiilor persoanelor cu demenţă.Valoare Asistenţa socială stabileşte astfel echilibrul între 
bolnav-boală şi aparţinători/ familie; fiind totodată un factor de echilibru între nevoia de autodeterminare a persoanelor cu demență 
Alzheimer şi nevoia lor de protecţie socială; respectiv să joace un rol activ  pentru un plan naţional cu buget separat de oricare altul, 
care să vizeze direct această boală. 
 
Cuvinte cheie: inovaţie socială, demenţă Alhzeimer, intervenţie interdisciplinară, centru respiro, politici sociale. 
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Bucharest, Romania 
 

Smart city concept in Indonesia: an implementation analysis 
 

Deddy S BRATAKUSUMAH 
PhD., National Development Planning Agency (Bappenas), Republic of Indonesia, Jakarta, Indonesia 

E-mail address: pakbrata@gmail.com 
 
Abstract 
The concept of "smart city" or smart city is now beginning to be applied in various big cities in Indonesia. This concept is a panacea 
for cities in Indonesia because it is believed to solve various urban problems such as congestion, garbage buildup, and security of the 
city. The research aim is to analyst the implementation progress and problems in some cities, which the smart city concept was 
implemented. The paper will elaborate the experiences of implementation of smart city concept in Indonesia. The research will 
employ a combination of quantitative and qualitative methods. Quantitative method mostly to present the evidence of the progress. 
The qualitative methods will elaborate the experiences of the pillars of governance i.e.; government, community, and private sectors, 
regarding the implementation of smart city concept. To this end, the research will use the secondary data from various publications in 
Indonesia. The result of the research will be a policy recommendation to the city governments, as an input in order to improve and to 
enhance the implementation of the smart city concept, therefore the smart city concept will be applied more effective and efficient. In 
turn cities as entire systems can help them achieve their ultimate goal of becoming smart. And citizen will live in a decent, healthy, 
green, and smart city. 
 
Keywords: smart city, analysis, implementation, Indonesia. 
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5th Smart Cities Conference, 2017 
Bucharest, Romania 

 
Twenty years of transparency development in the public sector: What has 

been achieved? 
 

Branko DIMESKI 
St. Kliment Ohridski University, Faculty of Law, Kicevo, Macedonia 

E-mail address: dimeskibranko@yahoo.com 
 
Abstract 
Transparency is one of the crucial principles of sound good governance in the public sector. The main objectives of the research in 
the paper are concentrated around examining the development process of the principle of transparency within the public sector in 
Macedonia in the last twenty years or the beginning of the reforms until now. The scope of the research is concentrated around 
analysis of all government actions and the basic officially adopted documents in the field of public administration reforms while 
closely examining the evolutionary concept of e-governance, e-management and the principle of transparency. Consequently, the 
methods such as observation and content/critical analysis of the main research papers and governmental documents in the field are 
key methods that are applied in the research methodology. The research results point to the fact that in recent years there are 
significant results achieved in the field of e-governance and e-management. The mechanisms for transparency development by using 
e-government strategies and techniques greatly improved through the years. However, there are still many problems that require 
immediate actions. The research results impose a number of conclusions that, generally, ask for further strengthening of the overall 
institutional capacity, more effective and efficient anti-corruption coalitions and measures as well as strengthening the overall 
capacity of the administrative judiciary in the area of exercising legal administrative practices. There still remains the great challenge 
for developing sound positive legal solutions that will eliminate any aspect of doubtful thinking and will guarantee greater 
transparency and increased public confidence. Thus, the research in the paper is of great value for academicians and public 
administration practitioners as an example of permanent evolutionary efforts for achieving greater public sector transparency during a 
long transitional period in a country that hopes one day to become EU member.                  
  
Keywords: public administration, e-government, Macedonia.   
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Bucharest, Romania 
 
Emerging trends: how is Internet of Things (IoT) transforming our homes 

 
Andrada NIMU 

Questia Group, Bucharest, Romania 
E-mail address: andrada.nimu@questiagroup.com 

 
Andreea NEDELCU 

Questia Group, Bucharest, Romania 
 
Abstract 
Objectives 
Main:  

• Explore the appeal and the adoption rate of Smarthome solutions among Romanian consumers. 
Additional:  

• Explore the awareness and usage of different Smarthome solutions 
• Identify drivers and barriers when it comes to different Smarthome-solutions acquisitioning 
• Explore the decision-making process and customer journey when it comes to deciding to purchase Smarthome 
solutions 
• Profile Smarthome solutions users vs. intenders 
• Identify and explore emerging trends in Smarthome solutions 

Prior work. As the technology has become more widely available, Romanians - ever vigilant about their home comfort and well 
being - are increasingly looking for solutions to transform their home into a “smart” one. 
It’s critical to understand how this increasing awareness of Smarthome solutions will manifest itself in satisfying consumers’ needs 
and motivating purchase.  
Approach. Our study was conducted in April 2017 through an online survey on our platform http://questia.ro covering 534 
respondents.  
Results. Romanian consumers awareness for IoT is rather medium: a quarter of the respondents (29,4%) heard about this concept. 
Out of those who are familiar with IoT, many are descrypting the concept as more connected to technology and less to one’s personal 
life. Also, safety, money, and sustainability are less perceived to be related to the IoT, pointing out to the more problematic aspects 
that are brought in debates and research for this concept. 
Implications. This study will offer key insights and actionable recommendations for tech companies in leveraging consumers’ 
increasing awareness, interest, and preferences in Smarthome solutions, so as to be able to direct and adjust their product and 
marketing strategies. It will also bring clearer understanding for researchers and professionals of the concept of Smarthome. 
Value. The current paper assesses the potential of Smarthome solutions in Romania, focusing on the new opportunities opened by 
IoT technology. The topic tackled is rather new in the Romanian market research field, clearly underlying the emerging 
developments in the field. 
 
Keywords: smarthomes, internet and mobile data, IT&C. 
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5th Smart Cities Conference, 2017 

Bucharest, Romania 
 

Evaluarea satisfacerii cetățenilor cu 
privire la  performanţele actuale ale resurselor umane 

 
Alexandra IANCU 

Asist.univ.dr., Școala Națională de Studii Politice și Administrative, Facultatea de Administrație Publică, București, România 
E-mail address: a_cristescu02@yahoo.com 

 
Rezumat 
Autoritățile administrației publice trebuie să implice cetățenii și, în general, comunitatea în ansamblu, în procesul de luare a 
deciziilor. Pentru a atinge acest obiectiv, se pot lua în considerare următoarele metode: 
A) Identificarea nevoilor cetățenilor prin chestionare, interviuri și focus grupuri. Grupurile de focus sunt folosite pentru cercetarea 
calitativă pentru a determina ce gândesc oamenii despre un anumit subiect. Un focus grup are rolul de a colecta informații și de a 
identifica eventualele probleme. Cu toate acestea, nu este potrivit pentru soluționarea conflictelor.  
B) Organizarea de întâlniri publice (audieri, dezbateri) în care sunt prezentate strategii bugetare, priorități municipale, explicând 
serviciile și activitățile ce intră în responsabilitatea administrației locale. 
 Trebuie discutate problemele curente pentru se a obține feedback-ul necesar cu privire la soluționarea acestora. 
C) Organizarea de sondaje de opinie utilizate pentru a afla punctele de vedere și atitudinile cetățenilor. Un sondaj bine condus va 
măsura, de asemenea, nivelul de cunoștințe al cetățenilor pentru a-și aprecia și pentru a se baza pe opiniile și atitudinile lor. 
Efectuarea unui sondaj de opinie ar trebui făcută de instituții specializate care oferă o mică marjă de eroare. Dar este și cel mai rapid 
și mai sigur mod de a afla opiniile publicului. 
 
Cuvinte cheie: focus grup, satisfacerea nevoilor, servicii publice, chestionar, implicarea cetățenilor, administrație publică locală. 
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Bucharest, Romania 
 

Financing - the greatest challenge for smart cities. Case study 
 

Cezar Corneliu MANDA 
Associate professor PhD., National University of Political Studies and Public Administration, Faculty of Public Administration, 

Romania 
E-mail address: cezar.manda@ administratiepublica.eu 

 
Cristina Elena NICOLESCU 

Lecturer PhD., National University of Political Studies and Public Administration, Faculty of Public Administration, Bucharest, 
Romania  

E-mail address: cristina.nicolescu@administratiepublica.eu 
 
Abstract 
Under the confluence of great pressure derived from rapid urbanization, with a prediction of 66% of the world’s population living in 
towns by year 2050 and due to its huge interconnection to innovative technologies for which the prediction is that, by year 2050, 50 
billion intelligent objects will be connected for a population estimated to 7.6 billion people, the local authorities must ensure an smart 
development of cities, which to reflect the economic and social competitiveness in an increasingly globalized market. 
One of the greatest obstacles against the development of smart cities is financing, the belief being that the best solution for 
surmounting the financial difficulties is ensured through public-private partnerships; however, this solution brought about 
controversies regarding its application at the level of the urban transport systems, situation when the variant of providing this service 
in the regime of monopole has wider support among the specialists. 
The paper at hand presents the road map of a set of initiatives taken by the Bucharest Municipality, appreciated as the engine of 
development for one of the basic components of smart cities: intelligent transport systems. 
The methodology used is preponderantly qualitative and it is based on the analysis of official documents, key information and case 
study.  
 
Keywords: Bucharest municipality, local development, financing, public private partnerships, intelligent transport systems. 
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Bucharest, Romania 
 
Creativity styles, self-perceived creativity and personality. Study on a 

group of computer science students  
 

Beatrice Adriana BALGIU 
University Politehnica, Bucharest, Romania 

E-mail address: beatrice.balgiu@upb.ro 
 
Abstract 
Theoretical background. The article deals with the importance of education on creativity, starting from  creativity styles conceived 
as methods of innovation. Research shows that these along with personality traits are predictors of performance. The two variables 
(style and personality) are of interest to the working team climate, but also to identify the stylistics specific to the stages in the 
software tasks. Objectives. To this end, the study looked at the analysis of the relationship between creativity styles, personality and 
self-perceived creativity. Method. The following questionnaires were, thus, used: Scale for the self-perceived creative capacity 
(SPCC), Questionnaire of Creativity Style (CSQ), Big Five Inventory-10 (BFI-10) in a case of a group of Computer Science domain 
(N = 170;  82 females; M.age = 21,49). The correlational analysis and the regression analysis were applied for the evaluation of the 
data. Results shows significant positive relationships between self-perceived creativity and the following features extraversion, 
conscientiousness and openess to experience. It is also noted that extraverted people prefer to engage rather in the development of a 
product than to generate ideas, while individuals with high agreeablness are oriented towards discussing personal ideas with others. 
Regression analysis shows that self-perceived creativity is influenced by extraversion, openness, and styles based specifically on the 
use of unconscious processes and the use of creative techniques.  Implications. The extreme variability of the ways of solving 
creative problems in the Computer Science sphere has led to the difficulty of extracting generalizations in the absence of a meta-
analysis. We believe that the results would help to understand how to solve creative issues in the computer science field as well as the 
combination of features that could contribute to the development of creativity. 

 
Keywords: creativity styles, students, Computer Science, Big Five personality traits. 
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5th Smart Cities Conference, 2017 

Bucharest, Romania 
 

Alba Iulia – landmark for smart cities in Romania 
 

Carmen SĂVULESCU 
 Lecturer PhD., National University of Political Science and Public Administration, Faculty of Public Administration, Bucharest, 

Romania 
E-mail address: carmen.savulescu@administratiepublica.eu 
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Abstract 
Worldwide, we have remarked a dynamic development of Smart City projects. However several cities are facing important 
challenges on their way of digital transformation. 
Thus, the rapid urbanization of cities imposes a series of social, economic, architectural and environmental challenges to the central 
and local authorities. Alongside with the development of cities and enlargement of their public services, we witness the complex 
governance process. 
In this context, several cities in Romania, such as Cluj Napoca, Brasov, Alba Iulia, Bucharest have started already to develop a series 
of Smart City projects. 
The measurement standard for a city for being smart is provided by the effectiveness for managing its resources and its inhabitants’ 
life quality.  
The current paper aims to present the state-of-the-art of smart cities in Romania, highlighting the main accomplishments and 
innovations of Alba Iulia Smart City. It also emphasises as successful factor for the development of smart cities, the role and place of 
information and communication technology, incorporating Internet of Things, cloud computing and big data, thus making the 
services of a municipality more interactive and efficient.  
The paper concludes that Alba Iulia Smart City represents an important step for digitalization of Romania. 
 
Keywords: digitalization, ICT, urbanization. 
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Abstract 
Using historical analysis and practice, this paper finds that the past many years structural modifications and adaptations by world 
cities have generally followed the mayor-council and council-manager cities theories, increasing their administrative efficiency more 
or later. At the same time, fewer cities are now either distinctly mayor-council or council-manager in form, but most cities using in 
the many case the structures, constituting a hybrid model of local government or the type III city. What is it the model? What new 
elements or components and philosophy have this model? And, what is a new in this model? Are the cities of the type III - the "smart 
cities" ? The answer is, there is no universally accepted definition as a smart city, so and the city of the III model.  
The search of these answers is very important for Ukraine, where the initiative to build smart cities comes mainly from the local 
community of active young people, for whom the smart city is seen as a tool that allows them to take part in the government, to solve 
the issues of life of the city together. 
The focus of the study and representation of the results in this paper is search of answers on the main questions of the construction of 
the city governance model based on the researches and experience of the world' cities leaders. 
Raising the questions and searching for the answers will serve as a guide to some researchers and the search for other possible 
answers, encourage scientific research by young researchers, students. 
More important than the science abstractions, there are possible application results and conclusion of this paper to city governments 
that hold potential for improving the quality of city governance. 
 
Keywords: local authorities, municipal structure, public services, technologies, sustainability. 
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Rezumat 
Tehnologia informației și Internetul au creat un nou model de servicii într-o societate deschisă, participativă, centrată pe cetățean. 
Serviciile electronice în Republica Moldova au evoluat de la servicii simple, de informare, la servicii tranzacționale, integrate, 
interoperabile. Aceasta s-a datorat infrastructurii de comunicații performante (comunicații în bandă largă, 2G, 3G și 4G) și 
așteptărilor în creștere ale cetățenilor care au determinat guvernarea și businessul să accelereze implementarea de servicii electronice 
complexe, de bună calitatate.  
În principal, s-au dezvoltat servicii electronice în administrațiile centrale și în localitățile mari. Nevoia de servicii publice, însă, e mai 
mare la nivel local, serviciile economice fiind și ele prestate de agenți locali. Serviciilee electronice locale reprezintă o problemă de 
mare importanță și actualitate.  
Dificultatea constă în faptul că administrațiile și businessul local nu au capacitatea să dezvolte servicii electronice performante. 
Cercetările arată că există un potential important de asimilare a serviciilor electronice locale. 59% din populația rurală utilizează 
Internetul (urban - 79%, Chișinău - 92%), 32% din locuitorii rurali accesează site-urile instituțiilor punblice (urban - 39%, Chișinău - 
66%). Condițiile tehnologice, doleanțele, disponibilitatea și abilitățile cetățenilor, realizările în administrațiile centrale și business 
constituie premise importante pentru dezvoltarea serviciilor electronice locale.  
Lucrarea abordează identificarea soluțiilor pentru serviciile electronice în comunitățile locale din Republica Moldova într-un cadru 
sistemic, interoperabil, pe principii de subsidiaritate care să asigure accesul cetățenilor la servicii moderne de înaltă calitate într-o 
societate informațională. 
 
Cuvinte cheie: tehnologia informației, societate informațională, interoperabilitate. 
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Abstract 
The purpose of the study is to analyze the role of social media to boost democratic citizenship and contribute to the creation of smart 
environment through the perspective of direct democracy in Bulgaria. The issue of “smart cities” will be tackled from a broader 
media and communication perspective. The term “smart city” does not denote the symbiosis between urban development and new 
information technologies only but it signifies a new vibrant social ecology rooted in the thorough use of the Internet for wider 
democratic participation. As a theoretical basis of my survey I shall use Dewey’s model of the inherent bond between communication 
and enlightened citizenry and Robert Putnam’s theory about the social capital facilitated by social networks generating trust and 
solidarity among community members. As a case study I shall dwell on local democracy and particularly on two recent referendums 
in Bulgaria (2017) - in the cities of Tran and Stara Zagora, their basic premises, claims, organization, social media use, outcomes and 
impact. Though not mandatory for the governing bodies the referendums’ results demonstrated the level of social activity in the 
country underpinned by networks.  Democracy should be understood best through the Abraham Lincoln’s centuries-cherished 
metaphor as “government of the people, by the people, for the people”. In the current research I build on a previous investigation 
done in 2013 on civic journalism, blogs and protests in Bulgaria and on my contribution to the book “Smart journalism” (Zankova, 
Skolkay, Framklin (2016), presenting findings from the New Media Literacy Project 2012 – 2014. This interdisciplinary paper will 
be useful for both academics and practitioners and specifically for media specialists who will get knowledge about the state of direct 
democracy in a new democratic country in SEE, new media non/ contribution to this state and what the necessary conditions are to 
make this democracy really workable at a community level to turn the cities into future-oriented democratic centres.  
 
Keywords: new media, local community and democracy, democratic citizenship, participation, guarantees. 
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Abstract 
Problem Statement. Innovation in the public sector has become an important focus for governments around the world over the last 
decade, as they try to solve intractable policy problems. The pressure on governments to do more with less in response to shrinking 
budgets and expanding community expectations and obligations has led to a much greater focus upon how the public sector manages 
change and innovation. 
Innovation means producing something new; that is, doing things differently or in a new form. Looking at the concept in a historical 
perspective it is an economic phenomenon — meaning new ways of producing more for less. It is the process of invention; whether 
that is a product, a technology, a service, a new type of production, a new process or a new form of collaboration. 
In the context of innovation in this article I would like to present the General Directorate of Social Assistance and Child Protection 
District 6, and their innovative project called SocialXChange 
SocialXChange is more than a charity shop. The program is a tool for management and allocation of resources of the 6th District 
community, fostering social cohesion, involvement and empowerment. SocialXChange starts from the concept that human and 
material resources must be used effectively to build a strong community. 
The following concepts underlying this program: subsistence, saving, responsibility, dignity, stimulation, involvement, equity, 
transparency, integration, cohesion, ecology 
I decided to focus on the General Directorate of Social Assistance and Child Protection District 6, and their innovative project 
SocialXChange because the philosophy of this project and the project itself can be a model for many other organizations, private or 
public organizations.  
Conclusions. The article will emphasize the importance and the role of the innovation in the public sector.  
 
Keywords: intellectual capital; human capital; innovation; smart organisations; smart managers. 
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Abstract 
As an important measure of the Chinese government for new-type urbanization construction, the construction of smart cities have 
been greatly supported by local governments in implementation since it was proposed. Since new technologies are applied more and 
more extensively and keep upgrading, the construction of smart cities have developed greatly. However, different kinds of problems 
gradually appeared in the process. This research is aimed at analyzing the existing problems and bottlenecks restricting the 
development of smart cities in China. By virtue of referring to international experience and academic theories, the author puts 
forward the path of iterative development for smart cities. In this paper, the author mainly relies on the case study method to analyze 
the cases of smart cities in China. The summarized data is analyzed to find the problems commonly encountered in the construction 
of smart cities in different places and determine the path of optimized development. The construction of smart cities in China relies 
on new technologies that are upgraded constantly, especially information technology. At the same time, it also depends on the 
strategic layout and policy support of the Chinese government. How to find the best development path driven by both the policy and 
technology, and avoid the problems appearing in the previous stage of smart city construction are the realistic difficulties local 
government are facing. In this paper, the author lays emphasis on analyzing the internal logic of urban development policies of 
China, and the problems found in the cases of smart city construction. Based on the analysis results, the author puts forward 
solutions. The research is problem-orientated and relies on method of concluding and analyzing to come up with new paths and 
methods complying with the construction and development situation of Chinese smart cities. 
 
Keywords: iterative development; urban development logic; new smart city.  
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Abstract 
Smart cities remain a destination envied by most governments world over. While making a city “smart” has come with some ease, 
many municipalities and  cities in developing countries are struggling to achieve the smart city status. On the other hand those places 
that achieve smart city or megacity status, are not safe either. City status comes with extended challenges associated with waste 
management, scarcity of resources, crime, air pollution, human health concerns, traffic congestions, rising unemployment and 
inadequate, deteriorating, ageing infrastructures as amidst such trends, municipalities and capital cities as candidates in the journey to 
become smart, continue to attract the bulge of a country’s population which increases complexity for leaders. These and so much 
more have and continue to fail developing countries in turning their capital cities and municipalities into smart cities and replicating 
city status achieved to create more cities as envisioned in national visions. This paper explores the intricacies of supply chain journey 
of not only becoming a smart city but extends to provide insights of sustaining the status of a smart city and transition into a 
megacity by developing countries. Based on wide and extensive navigation of local and international experiences from literature on 
various categories of smart cities in Europe, Asia, Africa and USA we identify initiatives for creating and sustaining smart cities. 
Existing literature has focused more on journey to become a smart city but provides limited and scanty insights on sustaining and 
renewing smart cites. The outcome of this research point to a shift from rhetoric to action and adoption of supply chain philosophy if 
developing countries are to transit not only becoming mere cities into smart cities. This study is relevant as it brings forth insights 
necessary for ‘cities ‘ in developing countries to become smart cities and makes known initiatives and actions necessary to realise not 
only smart capital cities but multiple cities. In some instances cities have contributed up to 60% of national GDP. If more 
municipalities and cities transit and are sustained as smart cities, there is a likelihood that increased, inclusive growth and prosperity 
will be achieved across populations in developing countries. 
 
Keywords: smart city, citizenship engagement, strategic action, supply chain, smart marketing, infrastructure integration, public 
private partnerships. 
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Abstract 
The paper presents a reflection on the process of strategic metropolitan governance in the context of the author’s own experience. 
The author, since 2004 (sometimes with his own company), has prepared or participated in preparation (as expert, researcher and 
manager) of many strategies and development programs for, e.g.: Malopolska Voivodship, Krakow Functional Urban Zone, City of 
Krakow, City of Rzeszow, and others. That experience allows to formulate objectives of the paper, which consist in disclosing of real 
mechanisms undermining the strategic reflection of the metropolitan governance. The idea of smart governance is then seen in the 
context of institutional conditionings and determinants. Regional, subregional and local scales differs in terms of administrative 
circumstances and institutional constraints. However those limitations reflect the deeper institutional dimension of governance. 
Participative, inclusive approaches compete with beaurocratic environment. The authorities, acting in neo-weberian governance style, 
pretend to oper themselves on new urban movements and civic groups. In the same time, they are still tightly bonded to legal 
procedures (which is a good custom) and a hierarchical system of making decisions (which – nowadays cannot be evaluated as a best 
practice). Author’s observations, especially concerning the preparation of the Krakow Development Strategy and Krakow 
Revitalization Program are confronted with theoretical approaches to the strategic planning raising the significance of the contractual 
approach and the territorial dimension. Conclusions of the paper form a set of recommendations concerning the implementation of 
the idea of smart governance in the metropolitan scale, comprising sub-regional and regional measures. 
 
Keywords: smart governance, metropolitan governance, development strategy, functional urban zone, institution of contract. 
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Abstract 
Objectives. India’s rapid urban growth has been unplanned causing deterioration in quality of life. To address this malaise, 
Government has launched “Smart City Mission”, which underlines active involvement of people. 
The paper examines the challenges in people’s participation and identifies the factors that create variations among cities in people’s 
involvement. 
Prior Work. This paper is continuum to study made on City Development Plans, prior to “Smart City Mission”. Further research 
studies have been carried out on participatory development in India. 
Approach. In planning for “Smart Cities”, interactive consultations were held with government officials, local governance system 
was reviewed, and citizen survey on their issues and expectations was conducted for various cities in different regions of the country. 
The paper is premised on this exercise.  
Results. It emerged that the city governments suffer from bureaucratic control, political intervention, and top-down approach. 
Representation of the vulnerable sections such as residents of slums and informal settlements has been undermined by the influential 
groups. People’s involvement has been more of ceremonial participation. The priority lies in bringing change in the leadership style 
of the city governments.    
In few instances reformist approach had been adopted at the initiative of chief executives of the city governments. In these cities, the 
views were clearly articulated; but required convergence of diverse interest groups.  
Relatively economically strong cities and those having forward-looking leadership fared better in engaging the residents. 
Implications. Researchers need to discover effective ways for people’s participation in a system dominated by powerful vested 
interest groups averse to change. 
Practitioners are familiarized with the circumstances under which people’s participation is a daunting challenge, and are provided the 
preconditions for meaningful public involvement. 
Value. This is an empirical study with findings that are common for most developing countries continuing controlled regime. It acts 
as lighthouse to these countries in involving people for “Smart Cities”. 
 
Keywords: people’s participation, participatory development, forward-looking leadership, smart cities. 
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Rezumat 
Introducere. Există un consens al cercetărilor care arată că o cultură pozitivă şi puternică determină succesul, productivitatea şi 
nivelul înalt de inovaţie al organizaţiei. Obiectiv. Lucrarea de faţă şi-a propus analiza valorilor culturale din cadrul departamentului 
de suport comercial al unei organizaţii multinaţionale. Metoda. Pentru aceasta au fost utilizate modelul şi instrumentul realizate de 
Cameron şi Quinn (1999, 2011) de evaluare a tipurilor de culturi organizaţionale şi a dimensiunilor acestora precum: managementul, 
valorile, liantul şi criteriile de succes ale organizaţiei (Organizational Culture Assessment  Instrument – OCAI). Rezultatele obţinute 
sugerează faptul că departamentul analizat este caracterizat printr-un mix de elemente aparţinând celor patru tipuri de culturi, cu 
accent pronunţat pe cultura de piaţă. Este foarte posibil ca o cultura eficientă sa se caracterizeze printr-o multitudine de elemente 
aparţinând culturilor diferite. Disonanţa dintre cultura actuală şi cea ideală evidenţiază percepţii variate ale angajaţilor în privinţa 
culturii de tip clan şi a culturii de piaţă. Astfel, angajaţii îşi doresc reducerea distanţei dintre lideri şi subordonaţi, dezvoltarea 
resurselor umane şi estomparea politicii organizaţionale privind competiţia dintre angajaţi, o mai mare preocupare faţă de aspectele 
umane, investirea organizaţiei în echipe de lucru şi participare la obiective. 
 
Cuvinte cheie: cultură organizaţională, percepţie, OCAI. 
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Rezumat 
Motivaţia de a studia evoluția sistemului național electronic de plată are o dublă natură: pe de o parte academică, iar pe de altă parte 
una profesională. Interesul pentru instrumentele digitale care au potenţialul sporirii interacţiunii dintre cetăţeni şi instituţiile publice 
s-a manifestat de la momentul pregătirii tezei de licenţă care a tratat subiectul iniţiativei cetăţeneşti europene, continuând cu 
pregătirea unei teze ample de masterat dedicată investigării instrumentelor digitale guvernamentale implementate în România până în 
anul 2016. Înclinarea intereselor profesionale către mediul tehnologiei informaţiei şi comunicaţiilor, alături de colaborarea actuală cu 
o companie de software prezentă pe piaţa românească, au fost factorii ce au întărit interesul pentru studierea impactului 
implementării sistemelor de e-guvernare la nivel naţional şi a modului în care obiectivele Agendei Digitale pentru Europa 2020 sunt 
transpuse în România. 
Lucrarea pe care o propun pentru a fi prezentată în cadrul conferinței Smart Cities, ediția 2017, urmărește o abordare succintă a 
conceptelor de economie digitală, plată electronică și e-guvernare, urmărind evoluția acestora în contextul societății românești prin 
exemplificarea modului de implementare și evoluția instrumentului de plată electronică denumit ,,ghișeul.ro”.  
Propunerea de a opta pentru desfăşurarea unui studiu de caz se bazează pe considerția că aceasta este metoda cea mai indicată 
obţinerii datelor necesare pentru a confirma sau infirma ipotezei de lucru a lucrării. Prin intermediul acestuia, voi putea analiza 
modelul urmat de proiectarea şi dezvoltarea SNEP până în prezent şi voi putea identifica principalele provocări ale procesului de 
utilizare a acestui serviciu. În acest fel, vor putea fi formulate o serie de sugestii de îmbunătăţire a instrumentului, bazate pe datele 
obţinute în urma interpretării datelor obţinute. Pe lângă studiul de caz, în construcţia acestei lucrări voi utiliza metoda analizei 
documentelor relevante acestui subiect, prin cercetarea de birou. 
În acest sens, revista literaturii este construită în jurul cărţilor de specialitate dedicate subiectului sistemelor electronice 
guvernamentale, articolelor ştiinţifice, rapoartelor conferinţelor organizate pe această temă, rapoartelor ale organizaţiilor mondiale 
relevante pentru studierea evoluţiei fenomenului guvernării digitale, rapoartelor organizaţiilor non-guvernamentale sau ale grupurilor 
de interes interesate de acest subiect, surselor de drept European regulamente, directive privind acest instrument, publicaţiilor din 
Jurnalul Oficial al UE, surselor de drept intern privind organizarea şi implementarea serviciului Ghişeul.ro, surselor web ale 
instituţiilor europene şi ale instituţiilor naţionale care susţin atingerea obiectivelor propuse pentru realizarea unei pieţe unice digitale, 
website-urilor sistemelor electronice de plată online disponibile pentru persoane fizice şi persoane juridice, toate disponibile în 
bibliografia de la finalul lucrării. 
Ipoteza de lucru pe care această lucrare îşi propune să le urmărească, atât prin studiu teoretic, cât şi empiric, pot fi formulare astfel: 
,,Serviciile electronice guvernamentale care oferă posibilitatea achitării taxelor şi impozitelor prin tranzacţii online reprezintă o 
prioritate pentru populaţia aflată în mediile urbane ale României. ” 
 
Cuvinte cheie: e-guvernare, e-democrație, plată electronica, economie digitală. 
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Abstract 
Objectives In all probability, cities will use blockchain technologies to become smart. Thus, the worldview of initiatives unavoidably 
will influence the politics of smart cities. This paper explores into the values and shared understandings of the various startups that 
rely on the blockchain. Prior work By examining a brand-new economic movement, this paper aims to contribute to the broad 
literature on civil self-government. Approach The research is based on the qualitative analysis of Intitial Coin Offerings' (ICOs) 
white papers and activists' communications on three forums (Reddit, Quora, Bitcointalk). The study focuses on the discourse of two 
concepts, privacy and decentralization. Results (1) While ICOs documents and discussions seem technical in nature, the justification 
of the projects are often explicitly or implicitly political. (2) Their radical anti-establishment worldview, observed everywhere, stems 
from two scandals of main institutions: the exposure of mass surveillance by Snowden and the perceived dishonesty of banks in the 
Great Recession. (3) One of the main convictions is radical individualism, a modified form of libertarianism, focusing on privacy and 
trustless cooperation. (4) The other one strives to build communities without any reliance on established economic and government 
institutions. Implications If the blockchain really becomes an all-influencing phenomenon in our everyday life, the worldview of its 
proponents soon becomes the topic of academic and political discussions. Value This paper sheds light on the ideological content of 
seemingly technical projects, that may influence smart governance to a significant degree. 
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Abstract 
This paper investigates the socio economic costs associated with commercial motorbike accidents in an city setting. Existing research 
has focused on social economic costs with vehicles automobile related accidents leaving silent but impactful costs unknown. Based 
on a cross-sectional survey and documents analysis, this paper concludes that the costs of boda boda accidents is alarming and may 
be silently impacting on economic growth and prosperity. The outcome of the study point to the need to continuously review such 
costs and institute mitigants to reduce boda boda fatalities and injuries through various interventions. The study and its findings are 
relevant since they provide an assessment of not only economic but social costs associated with motorbike accidents and provide 
strategies that are informed by empirical and secondary evidences in Uganda’s context and from international experiences. 
 
Keywords: Socio-economic costs, crash severity, casualty severity, motorbike (boda boda), smart transport. 
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Abstract 
‘Smart city’ is a concept that can be defined in different ways but each definition involves the use of information technology (IT). Its 
publicly declared goal is to improve the quality of life for its citizens (offering better services, providing a lower environmental 
footprint, allowing sustainability and last, but not least, improving citizens’ power in shaping the life of their city). In 2010, Evika 
Karamagioli and Lasse Berntzen pictured a ‘Russian nested doll’-like expanding list of prerequisites for building Smart Cities: access 
to technology; accessibility; education and training; freedom to speech/right to privacy/access to information; 
privacy/identity/anonymity; technological infrastructure; and, the most important one, trust. This paper will contrast, having in mind 
the digital divide, some of these prerequisites for two countries: Norway and Romania. In addition, given the global challenge of 
climate change, the smart city concept is coupled with one possible instrument, the development of green industries. Since addressing 
climate change requires the reduction of fossil resources dependency, transitioning from a fossil-based industrial production to a bio-
based (green) industrial structure opens the way for a discussion about green clusters; those might be part of the solution. Some 
examples of good practices and clusters for green industries from Norway are also provided and some success stories including 
Romanian firms are presented. 
 
Keywords: digital economy, digital divide, Romania, Norway. 
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Abstract 
The contemporary terrestrial society is highly dependent on Earth-orbiting satellites and other space technologies for a wide range of 
services, which became ubiquitous and are almost taken for granted. Space assets are increasingly regarded as the “upper” 
component of every infrastructure system on Earth. These include but are not limited to Global Navigation Satellite Systems that 
incorporate the atomic clocks integral to worldwide synchronization of financial systems as well as air, land and sea navigation 
systems. Equally, the increased volume of transport in the air, by sea and on land is possible due to the increasing role of space-based 
services like navigation and on land global positioning. In addition, monitoring Earth’s climate and landscape is being done with the 
help of remote sensing satellites. 
Space infrastructure is therefore a key enabler of a wider spectrum of applications ranging from civil security, emergency response 
and crisis management to environmental, industrial and infrastructure monitoring tool to ease the citizen’s quality of life throughout 
the world. This approach proves that security of and from space is not a secondary issue that brings added value to the already 
existing discussions about national or international security. On the contrary, security of and from space is a pivotal contributing 
factor to global security, and even more, urban space is linked even closely to outer space. 
Outer space and cities are closer than ever. This paper therefore explores this idea of vertical governance, from the underground 
smart systems to satellites in an attempt to identify new ways of thinking about urban security.  
 
Keywords: critical infrastructures, urban security, outer space security, space situational awareness. 
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Rezumat 
Legislația muncii a suferit în ultimii ani o serie de modificări care au condus la echilibrarea balanței între drepturile salariaților și 
interesele angajatorilor. Pentru prima data, prin OUG nr.53/2017 de modificare a Codului muncii a fost definită munca nedeclarată, 
situațiile în care apare și modalitățile de sancționare. Cu toate acestea la o analiză atentă se observă faptul că o serie din prevederile 
legii nu sunt în concordanță cu anumite realități existente în piața muncii. 
Astfel, ne-am propus prin acest studiu, pe de o parte să analizăm modificările aduse Codului muncii prin OUG nr.53/2017, iar pe de 
altă parte, să încercăm a evidenția impactul acestora pe piața muncii din România. 
 
Cuvinte cheie: rolul inspectorului de muncă, contravenție, program de lucru, suspendarea activității. 
 
 
 
Abstract 
Labor legislation has suffered in recent years a series of changes that have led to a balance between the rights of employees and the 
interests of employers. For the first time, through the OUG no.53 / 2017 amending the Labor Code was defined the undeclared work, 
the facts and the sanctions provided by the law. However, a careful analysis reveals that some of the provisions of the law are not in 
line with certain realities in the labor market. 
Thus, we aim at this study, on the one hand, to analyze the amendments to the Labor Code through OUG no. 53/2017 and, on the 
other hand, to try to highlight their impact on the labor market in Romania. 
 
Keywords: the role of the labour inspector, contravention, business schedule, suspension of all activity. 
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Abstract 
Uganda like the rest of Africa is witnessing a dramatic development, adoption and use of new information and communication 
technology in many public arenas including governance. The country is already putting in place policies, structures and frameworks 
to guide, operationalize and regulate the use of e-governance and to support growth of smart cities. The zeal for the new information 
and communication technologies is happening in Uganda at a time when urban governments are still grappling with effecting 
meaningful citizen participation. The conglomerations of activities, diversities of people and high influx of information in urban 
authorities are expected to drive the people to take interest and meaningfully participate through e- governance. This study explores 
the reality of e-governance, synthesizes the opportunities, and draws implications of e-governance towards strengthening citizen 
participation in urban authorities of Uganda. The paper also attempts a connect of smart city and its link with e-governance in the 
context of Uganda’s urban governments. The paper uses analysis and review of literature and theories relating to e-governance in 
urban authorities of Uganda as well comparisons from elsewhere among other developing countries. The paper will adduce evidence 
to suggest that smart cities can use e-governance as a tool to serve citizens transparently, accountable and thus, facilitating 
meaningful citizen participation in their urban governance. 
 
Keywords: E-governance, local governments, reality, implications, citizen participation, smart cities, Uganda. 
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Abstract 
Apart from similarities in the processes and principles suggested for building smart cities, depending on the location where these 
cities are built the process and requirements may be different due to differences in the contexts and surrounding constraints. Hence, 
to build smart cities in a way that they actually operate and generate results, we need to understand the context in which we intend to 
develop smart cities. We also need to take into account the actual constraints that would affect the development process of these 
cities.  
In so doing, smart people can be of great help as they act as key contributors of the smart cities, that is, their knowledge and 
experiences contribute to the development of smart cities throughout the construction process.  
To gain the knowledge and experiences of smart people, this paper suggests a contextual participatory approach. It demonstrates how 
to design "a pre-development or re-construction smart city study" that promises first-hand practical knowledge on the requirements 
that each city needs to be transformed into a sustainable smart city, in reality.  
This includes selecting right people (source of data) for the study, crafting generative data gathering tool and using engaging 
questioning method to dig in to the experiences and knowledge those who have been selected for the study.  
The contextual-participatory approach proposed in this paper can be of value to all researchers and practitioners who are seeking 
generative methods to explore actual requirements needed for construction of sustainable smart cities in specified contexts.                  
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Abstract 
Nowadays the popular Smart city concept focuses on the quality improvement of a citizen’s life by using the information and 
communication technology. Frequently Smart city projects are stalled at the initial stages due to insufficient data volume. Meanwhile, 
state Postal services remain outside the Smart cities concepts and models, despite the available resources to handle big data. This 
research is aimed to highlight the significance of Postal services involvement in effective data collection, storage and aggregation. 
The study refers to the international sources and considers a high-level Smart city architecture and data-driven approach; gives an 
analysis of researches results and case studies of international Postal services in the field of socially significant initiatives; describes 
the functions and assets of the Russian Post. The paper presents identified opportunities of Postal services participation in the 
processes of Smart city projects, declare expanded Smart city architecture, describes an applicability of the approach to the Russian 
realities. It also provides the models of Postal services involvement in Smart city projects and meta-model of the data which 
collection is possible using the Russian Post assets. The main idea is to integrate urban information systems and the Postal services 
assets for more efficient and ubiquitous data collection, which entails additional quality in public services. The integration will 
improve the city authorities results, ensure the safety of information resources, i.e. will help all participants to achieve their goals. 
Such approaches are named Internet of Postal Things. The relevance of the work is further conditioned by increased government 
activity in Smart cities development in Russia, which is caused by “Russian Digital Economy” document release, where the Smart 
city direction is allocated. In accordance with the document city authorities, scientific and business communities started the mega-
project "Smart City St.Petersburg" where the described research results will be used. 
 
Keywords: IoT, data-driven city, postal assets, postal service, Smart city architecture, State information system. 
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Abstract 
The main objective of this research is to design an adaptable smart home environment that is based on resident’s activity and 
behavior. In today’s world, smart homes are becoming the norm and many people use smart appliances on daily basis. The main 
purpose of smart home is to make a life more comfortable for residents that lives in it. But different people have different needs, so 
smart home should recognize their needs and adapt towards them. Previous studies focused on designing a smart home and how to 
make it more effective. These studies are not considering that smart home should continue to learn and adjust. Related to smart home 
adaptability, there is space for improvement and this research is trying to focus more on adapting smart home towards residents 
needs. Smart home system designed in this research features the following steps: collecting data via sensors, analyzing it, predicting 
behavior and adapting towards residents needs. The main result achieved in this research is a designed smart home system that is able 
to predict residents' behavior at a specific time of the day. Perspective for designing a smart home has been shifted towards 
adaptability to specific residents, instead of creating a solution based on standardized user. Adaptable smart home environment is 
even more important for residents that needs special assistance, like elderly people or people with disabilities. The suggested 
prediction system for smart home environment has the main goal to increase resident satisfaction and to make smart home more 
comfortable for living. 
 
Keywords: Adapt towards residents needs, predict residents behavior, prediction system for smart home. 
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Abstract 
This paper aims to offer some creative & innovative ways of using crowdsourcing in order to improve the wellbeing of both 
individuals and local communities by providing alternative solutions to real-life problems inspired mostly from some local examples. 
As a trend, there are a lot of national and regional initiatives that are trying to push further the idea of creating and developing smart 
cities through the adoption of new technologies mostly within the governmental and local institutions. Many examples are based on 
automatization, innovative sensors for measuring pollution and big data approach like in the case of traffic monitoring. Even though 
different regions design some well-integrated projects, the goal of becoming a smart city ultimately lies in the ability of local 
communities to self-organize and voluntarily use some innovative technologies that might facilitate to find efficient and effective 
solutions for the pressing daily issues, such as traffic. Traffic applications provide free community-based GPS, changing the way we 
schedule routes, envision traffic and use parking, while social-media platforms might help raising awareness regarding road hazards, 
accidents and related problems. Small communities started perceiving Internet as a means of solving day-to-day problems through 
spontaneous initiatives. The potential of exploring IoT bottom-up solutions for less developed areas is increasing once people are 
becoming more and more aware of their ability to be actively involved without consuming a lot of their spare time on communities 
issues.  
 
Keywords: smart cities; crowdsourcing; bottom-up solutions; local communities. 
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Abstract 
Objectives: The debate on smart city is getting more to the political leaders, academicians, policy makers, and practitioners 
irrespective of developed and developing countries. The purpose of this study is to clarify the concept of smart city and explore the 
dimensions, challenges and opportunities of smart city for developing countries.  
Prior work: Literature survey shows that only 12 percent published research articles related to smart city are from developing 
countries which covers only 8 percent of the smart city policy organizations. Weak research capacity hinders the policy 
implementation of smart city in developing countries. 
Approach: A smart approach is proposed for effective implementation of smart city for smart citizen for developing countries based 
on the extensive and in-depth literature review of all the relevant documents. 
Results: The article identifies six key factors as contextual factors viz. political context, economic context, social context, 
technological context, organizational context and cultural context. The article also explores seven risks and challenges factors viz. 
political challenge, governmental challenges, socio-cultural challenges, technical challenges, organizational risks, implementing 
risks, and human capacity risks. The study also reveals that all the initiatives for implementation of smart city for smart citizen 
relying on technologies and good governance focused smart governance.  
Implications: The findings of the study will be helpful for planning smart city, identifying possible challenges and risks, budgeting 
for development work, finding out the performance measurement and monitoring progress for policy makers, practitioners and all 
other related stakeholders. 
Value: This article will bring a clear understanding about smart city and its suitability in the aspect of developing country. It also 
explores the challenges and opportunities which a developing country has to face in its implementation. 
 
Keywords: Smart approach, smart governance, contextual factor. 
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Abstract 
This article presents information of interest for researchers studying tourism or cross-cultural interaction, for economic actors 
involved in the tourism industry and for public managers wishing to improve the attractiveness of the city as a touristic destination. 
Dutch tourists visiting Bucharest or Romania are a group yet little researched, but with a very high potential, seen how a very large 
part of the Dutch population spends a holiday abroad, while also spending considerable sums of money on vacations. This article 
looks at Dutch language video narratives about Bucharest, uploaded on YouTube. Online video reviews can be seen as means of 
expressing satisfaction or dissatisfaction with a holiday destination purchase or as a means of self-expression. Many of analyzed 
videos in this article are more similar to aesthetic videos rather that product reviews, in which the city is the supporting actor and the 
content creator is the main actor. Prior expectations of Dutch tourists visiting Bucharest are quite low but their expectations are 
exceeded and the level of satisfaction is high. It can be expected that the more online reviews will be available to the public, the more 
the expectations of future Dutch tourists will be higher, as they will most likely use the available information as filtering mechanism. 
The city should thus be better marketed as a city trip destination with the help of this sort of online video reviews, presented by 
tourists from different countries in their native language. This is because when watching such a video review about a destination, the 
anticipated otherness of the location is diminished by the familiarity of the presenter, through the shared language and cultural frame. 
 
Keywords: tourism, YouTube, expectations. 
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Abstract 
This paper shows an overview of development of Smart city services. These Smart city services can improve lives of the citizens and 
enable noise reduction. We have designed, implemented and tested a system for measuring noise pollution in the Smart cities. 
Developed system is demonstrating the possibilities of using Internet of things, web and Big Data technologies together. The aim of 
this paper is to increase traffic noise awareness, and to influence noise reduction through the analysis of the measured data using a 
Fast Fourier transformation. Decreasing noise in the human environment can contribute to increasing the satisfaction of life in the big 
cities and urban areas where traffic jams are almost inevitable. The system measures and analyses noise level and sends data to the 
server, where they are further stored, merged and prepared for visualization. As a support to the system, a web and mobile 
application have been developed. All collected data are stored in the MongoDB. Data are analyzed and visualized using the Hadoop 
tools. Mobile application enables us to collect large amounts of data from different parts of the city in a quick and efficient way by 
integrating citizens into this collection process. After analyzing data from different parts of the city, we have the ability to create 
noise maps that indicate the magnitude of the noise pollution for those city blocks. The analyzed data are compared with the legally 
defined norms and if the norms are not met, the competent authorities are alerted to solve the noise pollution problem.  
 
Keywords: smart cities, Internet of Things,  noise pollution, Big data.  
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Abstract 
Clusters play an important role in driving competitiveness, innovation and jobs creation in the EU. All clusters are unique, differing 
in scope, number of SMEs, composition, size, trajectories of development and adjustment to external circumstances. The cluster 
policy in Romania was launched in 2009 as a component of the industrial policy.Clusters have emerged naturally and “bottom-up” 
from the regional level being mainly industry driven ones. Today, in Romania there are 92 regional clusters and poles of 
competitiveness out of which 70 were benchmarked by CLUSTERO-Romanian Clusters Association. Romania has 10 clusters with 
silver label and 32 clusters with bronze label based on ESCA-European Secretariat for Cluster Analysis. Cooperation, innovation and 
internationalization are the main challenges for the Romanian clusters.  Clustering and smart cities are team activities not a solo 
effort being important actors in the regional innovation system. Clusters and smart cities are well aligned with the modern approach 
of "open innovation" which depends on the strong interaction between RDI entities, the dynamic entrepreneurship, public 
administration and the civil society. The paper is focused on clusters as innovative partnerships for the smart cities of the Romanian 
regions and on the best practices at European level. 
 
Keywords: clusters; innovation eco-system; smart cities; smart specialization. 
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Rezumat 
Într-o cultură globalizată, accesul la informație reprezintă un etalon în măsurarea evoluției unei societăți. O bibliotecă digitală 
pornește de la a fi parte dintr-un oraș inteligent și merge mai departe, oferind acces liber la arhivele sale într-un spațiu socio-cultural 
mult mai vast decât sensul limitat geografic al unui singur oraș – de la smart city la global village (Dwyer, 2016).  
Ca urmare a interesului și acțiunilor deja întreprinse în spațiul occidental (Darnton, 2010) și chiar în cel asiatic (Yuan, 2016), 
articolul își propune să justifice și să ofere soluții pentru crearea unei biblioteci naționale digitale și în România. Pentru a oferi spre 
acces toate titlurile publicate în spațiul cultural românesc, proiectul ar avea următoarele caracteristici: centralizarea informației – 
acces digital gratuit persoanelor care posedă un card de bibliotecă, prin care ambele părți pot urmări istoricul digital al titlurilor 
accesate; accesul nelimitat – spre deosebire de împrumutatul volumelor fizice, cititorul poate lectura un număr nelimitat de titluri 
deodată; descurajarea pirateriei digitale – fiind pe baza unui abonament (gratuit pentru anumite categorii sociale), accesul la 
biblioteca digitală nu va mai prezenta un interes pentru persoanele care caută cărțile încărcate ilegal pe internet.  
Accesul la biblioteca digitală se poate face folosind tehnologie existentă în prezent. Modalitatea de acces printr-un serviciu de emisie 
(de care se poate face uz chiar și în zonele izolate) este internetul prin satelit, care emite constant cu aceeași putere în orice moment 
pe tot globul – indispensabil, într-o societate mondială (Arthur C. Clarke, 1945). 
Lucrarea va prezenta soluțiile pe baza cercetărilor secundare, pe două planuri: planul structural (care prezintă elementele de 
planificare și dificultățile de implementare) și planul tehnologic (cum ar arăta o astfel de rețea de comunicare). 
O bibliotecă digitală este un factor important în competiția culturală globală din secolul curent (Wenbo, 1999), iar accesul ușor al 
tuturor cititorilor (indiferent că sunt studenți, profesori sau cercetători) va antrena în timp o societate mai educată, cu un bagaj de 
cunoștinte mai bogat decât al predesorilor, tocmai datorită accesului direct, de la orice punct de lucru. 
 
Cuvinte cheie: e-book, rețele digitale, sisteme de comunicare, rețelistică,  istoria cărții. 
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Abstract 
In the near future, smart city technologies could play a fundamental role in urban sustainable development; economically, socially, 
and environmentally. Smart cities bring new ways to generate important revenue for cities, wealth for citizens, information for 
society, and efficiency for businesses and government. As energy prices and concern over climate change have increased, cities have 
been proactive in exploring ‘smart’ ways to reduce energy (heat and electricity) consumption, public and private alike. Street 
lighting, which is supported through the local budget, is one of the main expenses related to public electricity consumption. A 
relatively new method that has been implemented to reduce electricity expenditures has been to replace conventional street lights 
with LED based street lights in order to save energy. These new type of street lights are also low-maintenance, making for a more 
environmentally and economically friendly configuration. They can be programmed to be dimmed to a lower level if there is no 
vehicle or pedestrian traffic and have the power increased as traffic is sensed. This paper explores only the benefits of switching from 
incandescent street lights to LED based street lamps. Specifically, it shows the cost savings and greenhouse gas savings from 
switching from the incandescent lights to the LED lamps. 
 
Keywords: smart street lights, LED lights, digital age. 
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Abstract 
The paper presents the results of a pilot project in 2013 for the introduction of modern and intelligent public lighting in the city of 
Resita. Control of public lighting is achieved by dimming of programmable steps manually or automatically. The intelligent system 
interacts with the human operator through a web interface that allows both the checking of the functioning of the luminaires and the 
view of the electrical parameters. Moreover, the system allows telemanagement of consumed electricity, consumption reports and 
others. The obtained results highlight both the luminous-technical parameters corresponding to the current standards, as well as the 
highest energy efficiency. By obtaining grants from the European Union, the application will be extended to the entire city of Resita, 
so smart lighting will represent in the Municipality of Resita as one of the components of the smart city. 
 
Keywords: dimming, system, telemanegement, luminous-technical parameters, energy efficiency. 
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Abstract 
In the past years, cities are increasingly aware of the concept of “smart city” and actively developing strategies towards the goal of 
becoming “smart” and manage, more efficiently, city resources and addressing development and inclusion challenges. The growth of 
smart cities is helping the increase of government use of ICTs to improve political participation, implement public policies or provide 
public sector services. 
There are also sharp critics of smart city concept, regarding it only a marketing tool applied by all the cities using some forms of ICT, 
as a label or brand of successfulness. That is why the elaboration of smart city assessment tools and performance measurement 
systems are needed in order to sort out real smart cities and effective smart city methods and solutions. Various evaluation methods, 
models for understanding and conceptualizing smart cities have been developed to explain smart city concepts, which aim to define 
their scope, objectives and architectures. The multidimensionality of smartness coupled with cities’ complexity, calls for specific 
assessments able to distinguish between different dimensions of smartness. The usage of indicators is relatively simple, clear, easily 
interpretable, easy to understand, visualize, compare and reproducible in time and space. Still, from the review of different smart city 
rankings and indexes some limits and problems can be derived. A meaningful smart city assessment method should be able to 
measure individual well-being and satisfaction in the city in a comparable and dynamic way which is a very complex goal. 
Methodological limits, practical and economical obstacles of data collection at settlement level are also affecting the elaboration of 
better evaluation system. More specific, focusing on city’s vision, strength and weaknesses, using bottom-up approach assessment 
methods are needed.  
 
Keywords: evaluation, individual aspects, limits of indicators. 
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Abstract 
Objectives. Incorporating new technologies into the development of smart cities means rethinking the way different services are 
provided. From this perspective, Blockchain might represent the future of both smart cities and smart communities as it offers new 
alteratives for individuals and institutions.  
Prior work. Blockchain was mainly perceived through its linkage with bitcoin, but recent developments have started exploring the 
idea of using it for financial transactions, logistics and securing contracts. Tapscott & Tapscott (2016) have acknowledged the 
potential the Blockchain Revolution had on redefining the idea of trust in both digital and local communities. Blockchain technology 
has the ability to enhance transparency of local and regional institutions while also making it easier to communicate sensitive data 
without compromising security and privacy.  
Approach. We look at the different fields blockchain can have an impact on and we try to assess the viability of moving towards an 
integrated platform for intermediating day-to-day activities between both institutions and individuals. We will assess the advantages 
of digitizing and securing public and private data while also considering the potential risks this process might involve 
Results. We aim to create a model of how blockchain might work in communities and assess its impact on the overall economic and 
human development indicators.  
Implications. Public administrators in many countries are starting to acknlowledge blockchain’s potential in solving problems for 
local communities Our results will be a valuable starting point for developing local initiatives for using blockchain as a platform for 
communications and transactions. Furthermore, a smart city must be a city where individuals can interact and solve their issues 
quickly, using digital technologies for increased efficiency.  
Value. Blockchain is thought to be the future of managing both public and private affairs. Countries such as Dubai, Singapore and 
China are incorporating blockchain technology into developing smart cities. Blockchain makes us rethink many of the different 
aspects of how communities can be organized, offering new alternatives and promising a more transparent and efficient economic 
model. 
 
Keywords: digital era, economic model, IoT, technology. 
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Abstract 
The paper presents the changes in the human life, society and business due to realities of smart city. The case studies of Romanian 
smart cities and of cities from the top of  Europe may developp the theory of the progress and of economic growth. The main 
particularities of smart city are section of the paper. We try to identify for each particularity of smart city the involvements in human 
life, society and business. In the same time we valorise for science the remarcs of key staff in smart city projects, empirical 
observations from Romanian cities, programs for the future of companies with business in smart city or knowledge based economy 
area. 
 
Key words: smart city, cost and benefits, development, social innovation, knowledge based society. 
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Abstract 
The paper is focusing on Energy-Efficient Home Design or how to design a house in order to reduce energy consumption. We will 
use the traditional/vernacular house as an example for good energy-efficient home design, the past experience serving as a base for 
future housing development. Green Architecture is the theme that surrounds our approach because it tries to articulate the past 
experience and innovative technology, considering different design features, such as: climate, orientation, size of the house, 
insulation, ventilation, heating and cooling equipment, solar energy systems and other parameters which serve to obtain environment 
certification (e.g. Leed, Itaca, Breeam, CasaClima). Various examples of sustainable homes around the globe will also lead us to 
consider the importance of the site in designing an energy-efficient house. Finally, new house design should be seen as an investment 
in building a better community rather than a cost. 
 
Keywords: House, Energy efficiency, Innovative technology, Sustainable site development, Reuse of building materials, Recycled 
materials, Alternative energy sources. 
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Rezumat 
Rolul modelelor şi al modelării în cunoaştere şi în practica existenţei umane este de incontestabilă importanţă. Complexitatea şi 
dinamica vieţii sociale, sub toate aspectele, este în creştere exponenţială. Conducerea şi exercitarea activităţilor este imposibilă cu 
mijloacele tradiţionale, folosite până în cea de a doua treime a secolulului al XX-lea. Informatizarea este o strictă necesitate: 
societăţile care nu o folosesc la nivelele curente pe plan mondial dispar, de cele mai multe ori prin absorbţie sau disoluţie, paşnice sau 
violente. Odată însă cu pătrunderea informatizării în mai toate aspectele vieţii sociale, modelării i se solicită valenţe cu totul noi. 
Aceasta a făcut ca modelarea matematică, strict necesară proceselor informatice, să dezvolte noi ramuri şi discipline de profil şi în 
mod special acele arii solicitate de computerizare. Prezentul material propune o metodă generală de modelare în domeniilor ştiinţelor 
sociale (managementul public, administraţia publică şi dreptul sunt direct vizate) cu scop final crearea de modele computerizabile 
aplicabile lor.  
 
Cuvinte cheie: administraţie-publică, modelare, matematică-computaţională. 
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Abstract 
Smart growth means improving the performance in education, research and innovation and in digital society, using information and 
communication technologies. This paper attempts to critically analyses blue smart growth, as the long term strategy to support 
sustainable growth, both in marine and maritime related sectors, in order to define its contribution to achieve the goals of the Europe 
2020 strategy for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth. There is little doubt that in order to face current economic crisis, Europe 
needs the contribution of all sectors of its economy. In this context, the marine and maritime sectors – the 'blue economy' – have an 
important role to play in the overall road to Europe's economic recovery and could make a major contribution to the objectives of the 
Europe 2020 strategy for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth. The initiative focuses on:  
• identifying a number of weaknesses to tackle barriers to innovation: under-investment in knowledge, poor access to finance, the 
high cost of intellectual property rights, slow progress towards interoperable standards, ineffective use of public procurement and 
duplications in research.  
• tackling gaps in knowledge and data about the state of our oceans, seabed resources, marine life and risks to habitats and 
ecosystems; 
• supporting the implementation of maritime spatial planning and knowledge-based support to management and decision-making 
towards the sustainable growth of the EU Mediterranean maritime economy in response to the societal and environmental challenges; 
 
Keywords: blue growth, smart growth, sustainability. 
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Abstract 
The paper provide an insight into the research conducted by the Faculty of Architecture (University of Ljubljana), and the Urban 
institute of Slovenia committed to the assessment of the efficiency related to the management of local resources at the level of 
neighborhoods. The reduction of energy consumption and energy efficient built environments are key objectives of many 
sustainability agendas which is followed by fitting assessment methods in analytics. However, there are two important hesitations 
occurring: first, traditional assessment methods that focus solely on the energy reduction and energy efficiency are often too narrow 
in their analysis and limited in their scope of impact. According to the “Jevons Paradox” and “energy rebound effect” paradigm, 
energy efficiency alone will unlikely lead to an effective reduction in resources’ consumption or rise the living quality. These results 
point out the need for a radical shift toward the development of new approaches in the assessment and smart management of the built 
environment for a long-term sustainability. Second, to date, the majority of the evaluation methods - whether focusing to energy 
consumption or broader sustainability issues – are building- or household- oriented, thus systematically examining separate spatial 
and social entities, but neglecting the spaces between (connecting infrastructure and services, mobility, public and inter spaces, and 
urban design solutions etc.), the holistic aspect and the community aspect. The research develops structured evaluation model, this is, 
neighborhood sustainability performance index which provides the foundation for targeted actions. To establish the described 
assessment model two main research pillars are addressed: 1) the development of the structured and modular system of indicators; 
and 2) the development of the methodology to interpret the resulting values (efficiency, ability and productivity on different levels of 
human activity). The paper presents first two stages of the research process and subjects the outcomes to the debate.  
 
Keywords: sustainability assessment, smart communities, decision-making. 
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Rezumat 
Societatea modernă este o societate consumeristă și, din păcate, risipitoare și generatoare de multe produse și subproduse utilizabile 
parțial sau pentru puțin timp, devenind apoi resurse cu potențial poluant. De asemenea în cadrul acestu tip de societate sunt generate 
deșeuri și reziduuri de diferite tipuri care au influență negativă asupra mediului dacă nu sunt corect gestionate. Pe de altă parte, 
cercetarea științifică și progresul tehnic oferă soluții, tehnici și tehnologii care pot rezolva problemele de mediu care apar. Aplicarea 
acestor soluții conduce la realizarea unui mediu prietenos și inteligent. Un exemplu în acest sens îl constituie deșeurile urbane 
menajere. Acestea  pun serioase probleme de poluare cu efecte nocive asupra sănătății oamenilor. România generează anual cca. 7 
milioane tone de deșeuri urbane menajere. Care pun probleme de poluare greu rezolvabile. Însă România dispune de tehnologii care 
ar putea face din țara noastră cea mai curată țară din lume. Aceste tehnologii permit transformarea deșeurilor, care sunt o imensă 
problemă de poluare, într-o resursă energetică permanentă. În acest fel, s-ar putea realiza un mediu curat și sănătos și, de asemenea, 
ar putea contribui la reducerea costurilor cu utilitățile pentru toate localitățile din România. În cadrul prezentei lucrări prezentăm 
tehnologia de gazeificare a deșeurilor urbane menajere ș purificarea gazului pbținut prin trecerea lui printr-o cameră închisă sub jet 
de plasmă. Gazul obținut este un gaz pur, Syngaz, care poate fi utilizat în industria chimică, industria energetică și în gospodării. Din 
păcate, birocrația din România și interese oculte, blochează utilizarea aceste tehnologii pentru care a fost realizată o fabrică având 
capacitatea de prelucrare de 100.000 de tone pe an. Această fabrică a funcționat 2 ani fără să producă niciun fel de poluare. Tot în 
cadrul lucrării mai sunt abordate, tangențial, și alte tehnologii care pot contribui la realizarea unui mediu inteligent, curat și sănătos 
 
Cuvinte cheie: tehnologii ecologice, mediu inteligent, energie regenrabilă, gazeificare deșeuri, purificare gaz prin trecerea acestuia 
printr-un jet  de plasmă. 
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Rezumat 
În acest articol voi vorbi despre Flame, un malware deosebit de sofisticat care a atras foarte mult atenția specialiștilor în informatică 
și securitate digitală la momentul descoperirii lui – 28 mai 2012. Aplicația, pentru că în esența asta este, a fost considerată a fi cea 
mai laborios dezvoltată armă cibernetică descoperită până la momentul lansării ei. Fără îndoială, după 2012 au existat și alte – să le 
spunem – „inițiative”, dar niciuna nu a reușit să atingă nivelul de complexitate de care s-a bucurat Flame (cunoscută și cu numele de 
Flamer și sKyWIper). 
 
Cuvinte cheie: malware, cyber weapon, digital security. 
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Rezumat 
Unul din obiectivele UE 2050, urmărește să își reducă emisiile în mod semnificativ (reducerea emisiilor cu 80% până în 2050, față de 
nivelul din 1990). Ca urmare, pentru pregătirea unei dezvoltări ecologice, municipalitățile vor avea în vedere achiziționarea unor 
soluțiilor smart, menite a elimina utilizarea combustibililor fosili în favoarea îmbunatățirii climatului și a reduce noxele în vederea 
îmbunătățirii condițiilor de viață ale cetățenilor săi. Prezentul studiu își propune realizarea unei analize empirice asupra beneficiilor 
ce pot fi aduse prin implementarea principiilor unei economii circulare atunci când se dorește modernizarea infrastructurii specifice 
unui oraș inteligent. Trecerea la o economie circulară, foarte eficientă din punct de vedere energetic, cu emisii scăzute de dioxid de 
carbon, va stimula economia, va crea locuri de muncă și va consolida competitivitatea Europei. Altfel, pe măsură ce numărul 
populației va crește, iar economiile se vor baza tot mai mult pe consumul de resurse pentru a-și satisface cererea de energie, apă și 
alimente, comunitățile se vor confrunta cu o presiune enormă pentru a identifica noi resurse și a gestiona deșeurile rezultate (inclusiv 
emisiile). Până în prezent au fost întreprinse o serie de studii în cadrul cărora a fost analizat conceptul de economie circulară, concept 
asociat în anumite lucrări cu noțiunile de dezvoltare durabilă, sau economie ecologică, sau gândire bazată pe cilul de viață, etc. 
Indiferent de termenul utilizat, concluzia a fost unanimă și anume faptul că reprezintă o alternativă atractivă și viabilă pentru oraşele 
inteligente. Articolul se adresează deopotrivă mediului universitar, academic, cât mai ales reprezentanților municipalităților, 
factorilor cu putere de decizie în realizarea investițiilor inteligente, prin ilustrare obiectivelor Uniunii Europene în domeniu, 
coroborat cu instrumentele financiare puse la dispoziție de acestea și cu particularitățile acelor proceduri de achiziție publică care 
contribuie la luarea unei decizii mai echilibrate în vederea maximizării beneficiilor aduse comunității. 
 
Cuvinte cheie: achiziții publice, emisii de carbon, deșeuri, fonduri nerambursabile. 
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Abstract 
In order to have a sustainable smart city, is required smart citizens, educated, aware of almost all the aspects that this 
multidimensional concept it involves: technology, natural environment, governance, people community, economy, etc. Finding and 
using, or implementing intelligent innovative devices / applications for improving the quality of life (by protecting the environmental 
resources for the next generations, monitoring and reducing energy consumption and keeping the carbon footprint within an 
acceptable range, etc.) represent a desideratum of modern society. 
The current society is facing to a series of challenges, apparently unstoppable: 
• City crowding: the population is constantly growing, consuming more resources and generating more problems (waste, pollution, 

health & social issues, etc). Increasing the traveling’s comfort is directly proportional with traffic jamming, increasing air 
pollution, higher levels of noise, etc. 

• Energy consumption, pollution and climate change: the industry development, the IT sector (server video streaming, displaying 
and computing might consume more energy than the entire world can generate in 2040), the transportation sector, significantly 
affect the planet. 

Some possible IT solutions that we started to develop for smart city sustainability are: 
o applying machine learning algorithms in solving Ridesharing problems to reduce vehicle emissions 
o developing inexpensive mobile hardware-software embedded systems for monitoring air quality which provide useful data for 

governmental agencies, such as environmental and traffic management and making the proper decisions according to the level of 
pollution reached or to medical institutions and researchers who can make correlations between traffic, pollution, noise and the 
incidence of respiratory, cardiovascular or neurological diseases 

o developing like Breath Journey software applications that combine GPS track with air quality for travel planning which can show 
alongside distance information, data regarding the pollution levels on the respective routes. 

o implementing new heuristic algorithms in order to solve Green Vehicle Routing problems. 
o developing software applications which implement Gamification concept in order to indirectly convince the citizens to use public 

transportation means in an intelligent way. 
 
Keywords: smart city challenges, pollution, smart applications. 
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Rezumat 
Obiective. Li-Fi sau trasmiterea datelor cu ajutorul luminii.Este o inventie relativ noua care urmareste transmitera datelor de o forma 
segura si fiabila,in locurile unde alt tip de trasmisii nu se pot efectua (avione,metrou,spitale,5G)Astfel se reduc costurile de instalatie 
deorece acelasi corp de iluminat  reprezinta o sursa de date. 
Studii prealabile. Se considera ca inițiator si fondatorului atit al sitemului de trasmitede al datelor precum si a termenului Li-Fi -
Profesorul Harald Haas, de la Universitatea din Edinburgh (Marea Britanie), iar primele investigații asupra acestui sistem datează din 
2010. In anul 2012 s-a inceput colaborarea cu Lucibel Francia (firma pe care o reprezint) si in 2015 a iesit pe piata primul sistem de 
transmitere a datelor. 
Abordare. Proble practice au durat 5 ani de zile si sint in continua poerfectionare .La ele au contribuit atit Facultatea din 
Edinburgo(UK) cit si Facultati din Franta .S-au facut sondaje de opinie atit cu mari intreprinderi de telecomunicatii cit si cu uzuari 
finali. Si s-a determinat implementarea sitemului in locurile cu acces redus la reteaua de telecomunicatii. 
Rezultate. In urma studiului s-a demonstrat ca viteza de transmitere a datelos este mult superiora retelelor conventionale de 
telecomunicatii si ca costurile sint net inferiore. Companii precum Motorola-TI-Cisco+IBM-Lg-Samsung au inceput sa fie interesate 
de transmiterea datelor cu ajutorul luminii si vor integra in telefonele mobile de ultima generacion un recepor LiFi. 
Implicații. Avind in vedere ca la ora actuala in Europa exista doar doua companii care propmoveza acest sistem si care colaboreza 
intre ele ,sintem convinsi ca viitorul va opta pentru el.Asa cum am precizat inainte este un sistem de transmitere al datelor mai ieftin 
decit WiFi,mai sigur, mai rapid , si fara interferente. 
Valoare. Dupa 7 anii de studii intre cele doua companii Pure LiFi & Lucibel prezentam azi pentru prima ora in Romania un sitem 
LiFi de transmisii de date complect ,ce se pote integra in urmatorele domenii: Medicina-Banci-Gradinite-Scoli-Universitati-
Biblioteci-Trasporturi (Maritime-Aviatie-Metro-Autobuze)-Telefonie Mobil si in taote acele domenii unde tavem nevoi de o 
transmitere a datelor de mare viteza -sigura fiabila si fara costuri aditionale. 
 
Cuvinte cheie: light fidelity, wifi. 
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Rezumat 
Obiective. Unul dintre principale obiective ale unui oras modern este grija pentru omenii pe care il lucuiesc.De aceea primariile 
trebuuie sa se gindesca cum sa faciliteze accesul si cum sa protejeze pietonii atit pe trecerile de pietoni cit si in zonele destinate 
deplasarii lor in oras. 
Studii prealabile. Au determinat ca un mare numar de victime atit in tarile Europene dar si in Romania se datoreza problemelor in 
traficul pietonilor.Treceri de peitoni prost facute -prost iluminate cu vopseaua stearsa fara indicatii  etc.. sporesc numarul accidentelor 
de trafic cu urmari grele. 
Abordare. Proble practice pina s-a gasit o gresie care sa indeplinesca aceste conditii au durat peste 10 ani si sint in continua 
perfectionare .La ele au contribuit atit Facultatii de Prestigiu din Spania (Castellon) precum si intreprinderi cu proiectie modiala 
precum (Porcelanosa).Pina la urma sa ajuns la un rezultat mai mult decit satisfacator avind i vedere ca acest bloc de gresie dureza 
peste 25 ani fiind supus zilnic unui trafic greu intens  
Rezultate. Actualmente s-a ajuns la implementarea acestei solutii nu numai pentru trecerile de pietoni cit si perntru zonele cu risc de 
accidente din interiorul oraselor. 
Implicații. La ora actuala in toata Europa au inceput sa se inlocuiasca vechiile treceri de pietoni care supuneau o mantenanta anula 
cu treceri de pietoni noi rezistente fara riscuri de accidente.Inversiunea este minima dar siguranta este maxima ,avind in vedere ca 
acceasi trecere de pietoni servesc si pentru persoane cu handicap locomotor cit si pentru persoane nevazatoare.Persoane care nu erau 
contemplate inainte. 
Valoare. Dupa 10 anii de studii Firma Edelweiss Partner al firmei Spaniole AS va va prezenta in premiera in Romania bloquetii 
speciali ,precum si stemele de iluminare care se folosesc in mai toate proiectele europene de Smart CiTy. 
 
Cuvinte cheie: mobilitate, treceri pietoni. 
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Abstract 
A main characteristic of smart cities is the use of technology in all life activities. In regard to traffic decongestion and the 
improvement of public transport, cities around the world have started to implement various projects on bike sharing. This paper aims 
to present various ways in which bike sharing services can contribute to finding solutions to public transport issues, by giving as 
examples various cities that have successfully implemented them. Moreover, it shows the benefits of this concept and the 
developmental parts of such projects. The methodology used to carry out the research is both bibliographic – opting here to study the 
work of specialists in the field, authors from Romania and abroad, and empirical – thus the theoretical approach is supported through 
relevant case studies from a global context and also from the perspective of Bucharest. The results of this paper will show that bike 
sharing tools have an important role in the transport improvement, better time management and daily activities of citizens. 
Furthermore, it should be a main objective of public authorities and private companies to create spaces and means adapted for this 
social evolution. Although technology is a core element in all activities of the modern society, capability, willingness and 
cooperation between individuals, institutions and the private sector are necessary elements of development and innovation processes. 
 
Keywords: bike sharing, smart mobility, public transport, innovation. 
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Rezumat 
Obiective. Stabilirea unor indicatori care să reflecte competenţele şi clarificările membrilor Consiliului de Administraţie şi ale 
Directorilor de la nivelul fiecarei Întreprinderi Publice aflate sub tutela ministerului, membrii ce trebuie să dispună de cunoştinţe, 
aptitudini şi experienţa necesară pentru a fi în măsura să înţeleagă activitatea desfăşurată petrivit compentelor şi al doilea obiectiv: 
obţinerea unor indicatori care să reflecte performanţa Întreprinderilor Publice aflate sub tutela ministerului, performanţă ce este 
urmărită de către acţionari în cadrul guvernanţei corporative. 
Studii prealabile. Codurile de Guvernanţă Corporativă, împreună cu Principiile şi Recomandările din acest domeniu, au fost 
formulate în idea de a adduce o reformă în Europa şi oriunde există necesitatea implementării acestora. Exemplul percepţiei 
manageriale asupra privatizării întrun department responsabil de transport, în aparatul de stat, cazul Tarom din Roamnia, în care 
privatizarea nu are loc datorită lipsei de încredere în acest proces de transformare a eşecului sistemului de stat în rezultate de excepţie 
în viitor obţinute prin privatizare, cazul KLM-AIR France, relaţionarea mai bună între manageri şi contractori conduce la percepţii 
mai favorabile privind privatizarea, după conceptul De Hart Davis and Kingsly(2005). Cercetarea are la bază definirea Guvernanţei 
Corporative din perspectiva cercetătorilor consacraţi ai domeniului, cum ar fi Lord Cadbury,UK (1992), The Cadbury Report, în care 
a sintetizat conceptul de Guvernanţă Corporativă, reprezentând sistemul prin care companiile sunt conduse şi totodată reprezintă 
fundamental principiilor de bună guvernanţă aplicate în mod curent la nivel european. 
Abordare. Metodologia utilizată în colectarea datelor, prin consultarea Rapoartelor Anuale întocmite de către administratorii 
Consiliilor de Administraţie ai fiecărei companii în parte, a condus la obţinerea unor informaţii cantitative esenţiale, care 
fundamentează indicatorii folosiţi în raportarea anuală şi ne permite studierea unor noi indicatori pe viitor. În vederea obţinerii 
datelor necesare formulării ipotezelor, am abordat observarea neparticipativă în cadrul desfăşurării anchetelor la companiile de stat 
româneşti, utilizate drept studiu de caz – Tarom. 
Rezultate. Obţinerea unor date oficiale de la Întreprinderile Publice este o dovadă în sine de transparenţă, rezultatele aşteptate 
reprezentând automat îndeplinirea obiectivelor şi oferirea răspunsurilor la întrebările de cercetare. Odată cu acestea, mă aştept ca 
rezultatele cercetării să poată fi folosite atât de către cei care vor să fie la curent cu noile tendinţe de emancipare a managementului 
de vârf, cât şi obţinerea unei imagini de ansamblu asupra modului de aplicare a principiilor de bună practică a guvernanţei în ţările 
member UE şi făcând o comparaţie cu modul de implementare din România. 
Implicații. Datorită faptului că sunt stundentă doctorand în anul întâi, nu am avut onoarea implicării altor personae cu expertiză, 
deocamdată. 
Valoare. În administraţia publică românească, progresele recente au contribuit la îmbunătăţirea cadrului juridic şi de reglementare 
împotriva abuzurilor, de aceea mi-am propus să aduc în prim plan importanţa studierii acestui domeniu, aducând un plus valoare, prin 
studierea posibilităţii adoptării unor noi intrumente ajutătoare pentru sectorul public din România, mecanisme suport, simple, 
nelaborioase, completând setul de indicatori adoptaţi până în momentul de faţă în controlul intern managerial. 
 
Cuvinte cheie:  transparenţă, progres, management, instrumente suport. 
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Abstract 
The increasing incidence of obesity in our country and the emergence of disease at younger age, in children and adolescents, led the 
Ministry of Health to initiate, starting with October 2008, a program to combat this scourge. The National Health Insurance House 
(CNAS) carried out this program through the expert committee over 8 years and we want to know if the program has achieved its 
purpose and which was the compliance to the treatment of the patients included in the program? We wanted to highlight the fact that 
the various tools of modern technology are useful in fighting obesity but not enough. Despite the interest shown by the governments 
and scientists in various areas of obesity, the success in fighting this disease is very modest. The present paper attempts to formulate 
some hypotheses regarding the low compliance of these patients to treatment. These are children and adults with morbid obesity, 
with difficulty in traveling, with low self-esteem and feelings of fear related to the reaction of others. They have problems of 
communication  with: family, teachers, friends, medical staff, authorities etc. All this contributes to the endless cycle of 
dissatisfaction, lack of hope and lack of control of one's own life. Excessive eating hidden many dysfunctional thoughts. We 
analyzed the results of The Slimming Program and formulated some assumptions about the modest results obtained by obese patients 
in the complex  weight loss process. In addition, we listed some advanced technical solutions for the permanent monitoring of the 
health of these patients, without having to travel to various sanitary units. Communication and permanent support for patients with 
obesity in the complicated process of slimming, especially from family and medical staff, are essential to the success of any action in 
this regard.  
 
Keywords: obesity, BMI, compliance, modern technology. 
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Abstract 
Nowadays we are leaving a momentum when cities are continuously evolving due to hugh demographic challenges. If for some 
countries 67% of their population is leaving in cities already, the percent will increase till 2050 to 80% and even 90% for a few 
countries. To cope with these challenges, cities need to become smart cities and to emerge new solutions. Therefore, the main focuses 
of cities’ activities are divided on three dimensions: environmental, economic and social. If the first two topics are dealing with the 
“technical capacities”, the third dimension is referring to the education stakeholders and how they can cooperate in order to create a 
learning region for a functional city. Every smart city will need smart citizens ready and able to learn and to aquire new knowledge, 
skills, attitudes and competences from/for various contexts and for different professional and educational purposes. Moreover, the 
citizens need to learn to be active among different learning organization such universities that should play a major role model for 
each and every learning organization. 
The obiective of this paper is to investigate if Timisoara is on a right path of becoming a smart & learning city. Following what’s 
happening with other smart & learning cities’ models we were included such interesting topics among the survey’s questions 
developed and addressed to students from two faculties from West University of Timisoara. The students responded voluntarly, 
therefore the results are more valuable as they are citizens concerned about their (future) city. Moreover, their responses are also 
valuable for the learning organizations in order to maximize the activities’ impact that they are developed and offered to the citizens. 
We will also address the need for an increasingly offer of learning activities and of future and deeper topics to be studied in the 
following period. 
 
Keywords: smart city, learning city, learning communities, university, Timisoara. 
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Abstract 
Tot mai multe orașe din întreaga lume se angajează în dezvoltarea unor strategii pentru a face față provocărilor secolului XXI, ritmul 
schimbărilor este foarte rapid, mediul devine din ce în ce mai competitiv și economic imprevizibil. Guvernarea orașului inteligent 
presupune un leadership corespunzător, instrumente complexe, creșterea capacității administrative, îmbunătățirea capacității 
cetățenilor, suportul politicilor naționale, resurse financiare. Administrația publică nu mai poate funcționa ca simplă entitate ci 
împreună cu alte sectoare (mediul privat și cel nonprofit) construind parteneriate pentru rezolvarea problemelor complexe și 
dezvoltării unor orașe inteligente. Scopul lucrării este acela de a evidenția importanța poziției pe care o ocupă administrația publică în 
crearea orașului inteligent și care sunt provocările cu care aceasta se confruntă. Lucrarea se bazează pe analizarea administrațiilor 
publice atât din Europa cât și din afara acesteia pentru a observa diversele abordări în dezvoltarea orașelor inteligente.  

 
Cuvinte cheie: orașe inteligente, inovare, capacitate administrativă, leadership, reformă, adaptare. 
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Rezumat 
Periferiile oraselor sunt de cele mai multe ori uitate de autoritatile publice. Lipsa de interes sau imposibilitatea tehnica de a actiona 
din motive precum lipsa actelor de proprietate sau de identitate sunt motivele pentru care in marile orase au aparut adevarate ghetouri 
ce presupun actiuni specifice si o atentie deosebita. Articolul isi propune sa realizeze un inventar al actiunilor posibile de interventie 
in zonele urbane marrginalizate. 
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